Building a
Sustainable Future
Natural gas-fired heat and power system fuels ambitious 10-year sustainability target for leading
global food and beverage supplier

Guided by the mission to care for our planet and preserve its natural
resources for future generations, global provider of food and beverage ingredients and solutions, Tate & Lyle, has undertaken a largescale sustainability upgrade for its Lafayette South corn wet milling
plant in Lafayette, Indiana.
Transitioning from the plant’s existing coal-fired boiler to a new natural
gas turbine co-generation system, which will generate electricity and
steam to power and heat the facility, will lead to a drastic improvement
in the operational and energy efficiency of the plant’s operations. It
will produce more than a 30 percent reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions and around a 5 percent reduction of water usage.
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With sustainability at the forefront of both the day-to-day operations
and overall company culture, Tate & Lyle is the only corn-wet milling
company that has been awarded ENERGY STAR accreditation from
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in recent years. Two of its
corn wet mills are accredited, including its Lafayette South facility,
which has been recognized for six consecutive years. The company
will continue to bolster these efforts with its ambitious plan to reduce
company-wide and value chain emissions, as well as lowering water

usage and beneficially reusing all waste, while gradually
eliminating the use of coal in its facilities.
“The Lafayette South Plant project not only helps meet our
sustainability goals in reducing our greenhouse gas emissions and water use—it’s also a project that saves us money
as a company, so it was really a win-win for us,” says Nick
Waibel, Global Energy Lead for Tate & Lyle. “On the sustainability front, certainly it’s one of our top priorities. Our
Board of Directors is extremely engaged in our sustainability goals and we just announced some new targets earlier
this year for 2030 that this project will help fulfill. It’s also
very important for our customers—the global food and
beverage brands we work with are interested in what we’re
doing to care for our planet. A key strength in our partnership with customers is how we are responsibly producing products and helping them to meet their sustainability
goals, and this is only growing in importance.”
The Lafayette South corn wet milling facility project comes
on the heels of a 2016 upgrade to Tate & Lyle’s plant in

Loudon, Tennessee, where heat recovery steam generators
manufactured by leading worldwide boiler supplier, Texasbased Rentech Boilers, were installed, in addition to natural
gas turbines from Siemens, to maximize efficiency and help
reduce the plant’s carbon footprint.
“Rentech is pleased to provide an efficient HRSG solution
that helps Tate & Lyle achieve their emissions reductions
targets,” says Kevin Slepicka, Vice President of Heat Recovery Boiler Sales at Rentech Boiler Systems, Inc.
“With our high-output, efficient, low-emission gas turbines
and generators supplying clean energy for the plant, we
are proud to partner with Tate & Lyle in their sustainability goals now and in the future,” adds Luke Baker, Regional
Vice President of New Generation Sales for Siemens Energy.
SETTING THE PACE
Despite kicking off construction during the COVID-19 pandemic, careful planning has meant the Lafayette South project has not seen any major delays or large-scale scheduling
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changes. With many protective measures in place, including social distancing, additional training and strict safety
protocols, Tate & Lyle has forged through these challenging times by remaining nimble and adapting ways of
working to ensure that the health and safety of everyone
onsite remains the top priority.
“No matter how big of an investment or how fast or urgent a project we want to complete, we will never sacrifice safety,” says Lafayette South Plant Manager, Travis
Montoya. “This particular project brings with it some
challenges because we’re inside an operating facility
and we’re doing some very heavy lifting, changing the
landscape and bringing in some unique equipment. With
that brings the considerations of how to do that without
interrupting the day-to-day operations while protecting
the construction team and contractors, but also protecting our operations team to keep those risks managed
and keep our folks safe throughout the whole project.
Safety is such a core part of our culture, and I’m proud
that we’ve been able to establish a project plan that allows us to continue safely delivering for our customers
and the families they feed worldwide, while transforming
our plant to deliver considerable environmental benefits
for our community that help in the fight against climate
change.”
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Tate & Lyle relied on Middough, an engineering, architecture and project solutions company, to navigate the
project’s complexities.
“Middough is proud to provide Tate & Lyle with a customized and sustainable solution for the facility’s new
highly efficient, low-emissions co-generation system,”
says Richard Hayes, Middough’s Central Region Vice
President and General Manager. “The project includes
two new nominal 25 MW gas turbine-driven generators coupled with heat recovery steam generators integrated into the existing plant utility infrastructure. The
new low-emission co-generation system will generate
the required steam for the plant, completely eliminating
the use of onsite coal-fired boilers. It has been a great
experience collaborating with Tate & Lyle to safely and
successfully engineer, procure and construct this new cogeneration system.”
MIDDOUGH
For 70 years, Middough has been recognized for its
performance and leadership in delivering Engineering, Architecture, Procurement, and Construction
Management project solutions. We value our longstanding relationship with Tate & Lyle and we are
proud to be providing design engineering and execution for the Lafayette facility’s new highly efficient,
low emissions cogeneration system. The project exemplifies Tate & Lyle’s environmental stewardship and
commitment to sustainability and carbon reduction.

The Lafayette South Plant project not only helps meet our

sustainability goals in reducing our greenhouse gas emissions and water use—it’s also a project
that saves us money as a company, so it was really a win-win for us"

-Nick Waibel
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Breaking ground Earth Day in April 2020, Tate & Lyle has
successfully balanced maintaining the safety of all employees on the live construction site with minimizing disruption
to the plant’s operations. The flexibility of the plant has
played an instrumental role in the project’s progression.
“It’s a team effort, made possible by a strong team that’s
fully engaged and living our values around safety,” Waibel
says. “Travis, Project Manager Bruce Grundy and the Lafayette South plant have given this project their full support from the beginning. They realized that there will be
some bumps and things that won’t be comfortable along
the way, but they have been committed and have lent resources for this project to ensure it runs smoothly.”
COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT
In addition to improving the quality of the local environment upon completion in mid-2021, the corn wet milling

facility upgrade will continue to build on Tate & Lyle’s
long-standing relationship with the Lafayette community
that dates back to the late ‘70s. The upgrading of the plant
represents a significant investment in the community.
“Historically, plants are thought of as dirty smokestacks,
but at a modern facility like ours, we go to great lengths
to minimize our environmental footprint. Eliminating
coal and going into a clean-burning fuel is the right next
step for our plant and for the community we call home,”
says Montoya. “Also, our people who work in the plant
are proud of the fact that we’re modernizing this plant to
be around for the future. I think it’s a great example of
how we’re living our purpose –Improving Lives for Generations—by caring for our planet and helping to build a
thriving community in Lafayette.”
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